
fly fishing concierge 
curating bespoke experiences

for the discerning angler



With the Appalachian Mountains as our anchor, Blue-With the Appalachian Mountains as our anchor, Blue-
Lines Fly Fishing will escort you on a world-class fly Lines Fly Fishing will escort you on a world-class fly 
fishing adventure from the southern Blue Ridge up to fishing adventure from the southern Blue Ridge up to 
Katahdin and beyond.  We have cultivated a network of Katahdin and beyond.  We have cultivated a network of 
Guides and elegant boutique Inns and Lodges each dis-Guides and elegant boutique Inns and Lodges each dis-
tinguished by their commitment to the Guest Experience tinguished by their commitment to the Guest Experience 
and proximity to the legendary trout and salmon waters and proximity to the legendary trout and salmon waters 
of the East so not only can we position you to deceive of the East so not only can we position you to deceive 
a trophy or a native brookie but we can help you find a trophy or a native brookie but we can help you find 
those transformational moments of personal discovery those transformational moments of personal discovery 
where you realize that it’s not fish that you’re fishing for... where you realize that it’s not fish that you’re fishing for... 

BlueLines Fly Fishing directly provides or arranges for BlueLines Fly Fishing directly provides or arranges for 
everything required by avid or beginning anglers, Guides everything required by avid or beginning anglers, Guides 
and Outfitters, Fishing Clubs, Families, Men’s Groups, and Outfitters, Fishing Clubs, Families, Men’s Groups, 
Women’s Groups, Corporate Groups and Health and Women’s Groups, Corporate Groups and Health and 
Wellness Coaches and their Groups or anyone motivat-Wellness Coaches and their Groups or anyone motivat-
ed by camaraderie, tranquility, an unexpected adventure ed by camaraderie, tranquility, an unexpected adventure 
or discovery, Pleasure in the Pathless Wood, or, as John or discovery, Pleasure in the Pathless Wood, or, as John 
Buchan wrote, “a perpetual series of occasions for hope”.  Buchan wrote, “a perpetual series of occasions for hope”.  
Let us know what you need, beyond the expected, and you Let us know what you need, beyond the expected, and you 
will be amazed at what you can find here so close to home.will be amazed at what you can find here so close to home.













Visit BlueLines Fly Fishing 
and start dreaming

The world is an endlessly 
indescribable place with 

once-in-a-lifetime hyperbolic 
moments under every rock and 
around each bend in the river 


